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Kirkpatrick asks for aid in
teaching professors English
by Keith Porter
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

,.

State Senator George Kirkpatrick
(D-Gainsville) is asking for help from students
and faculty at Florida's universities in
enforcing the Stare Law requiring that
university faculty and teaching assistants be
fluent in English, according to a statement
from his office.
"I want to hear personally from any student
that can't understand his or her instructor. I
will follow up on each and every complaint to
make sure students are not denied the
education they have paid for and are legally
entitled to," Kirkpatrick said. He urged that
complaints be forwarded to his office as soon
as possible.
According to Lee Rowan, an aide to Sen.
Kirkpatrick, students should make t~e free
calls to Tallahassee within the next week.
''The reason is that we are about to turn
over the names of teachers to the Chancellor
of University Systems in Florida, Charlie
Reed, Rowan said.
Sen. Kirkpatrick passed the law in 1983,
and the Florida Board of regents adopted
rules concerning this measure in 1984. State
University System faculty members, except
those teaching primarily foreign language
classes, are affected by the law.
Kirkpatrick said he has received several
complaints recently and is concerned that the
law is not being enforced. The law requires
teachers to pass two tests. If their test scores
are within a certain percentile of the passing
grade, the teacher is asked to enroll in english
proficiency classes.
Rowan said, "He's (Kirkpatrick) real close
to..a lot of college age kids. These kids do great
in all their classes, get a teacher they cannot
understand, and receive a "C". Then they are
unable to attend graduate, medical, or law
schools."
11

The Chemistry Grievance Class brought a
teacher up on charges that he could not speak
English fluently a year ago, and it made the
front page of the Orlando Sentinel
''When questions were asked iri the class,
the instructor had to read out of the text
because he couldn't answer the question in
English." said Ira Smith, Student
Government President. ·
A pot;ential problem of this campaign is
that students may abuse the system by
making unfounded accusations against
teachers.
"Some students blame their academic
problems on the teacher when in it is actually ,
just a difficult course. We have had this occur
many times in the past with a certain teacher.
But he is one of the finest .teachers UCF has,''
Smith said.
Ira Smith said that many students drop
their complaints because they fear retaliation
from their departments. They don't want to
j eapordize their futures. Other students
decide not to pursue it because of personal
reasons, and the Student Government
respects their wishes.
"I commend the Senator for providing this
confidential service." Smith said.
Scott Walker, a registered student lobbyist
for higher education at Student Government
indicated, "A big problem is that a lot of this
talk is just hearsay. Obviously, if five
students call up about a teacher, something is
Joe Weinstein/Central Florlda Future
definitely up, but if one student calls during Parking rental
finals week, it may be very suspicious."
However, Lee Rowan said that all Another UCF student obviously decided to-rent personal
complaints will be followed up regardless of parking place. Remember folks, parking tickets start at $3
the circums~ances. Responsible authorities at and can get as expensive as $7 if you don't pay ~~time.
the school will be notified of a complaint to
ascertain if the school did in fact give the test.
Sen. Kirkpatrick had some very tough
questions for Chancellor Reed, who was
testif_y ing before the appropriations

a

SEE PROFICIENCY PAGE 4

Organizations prepare
as SG makes budget
by Christopher Steely
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Teetering for tots

Roland Dube/Central Aorido Future

embers of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity and Detla Delta Detta sorority try the teetertotter But this isnt jut for fun. Proceeds from the event, which is in its third year. go to
D . Ho would you like to do th1S for 72 hours?

It's budget time for
Student Government and
most of the Student
Government sponsored
organizations want money,
too much money, according
to Student Government
officials.
Steve Cady, the Student
Government vice president,
said that this year the
Activity and Service Fee
Committee is more efficient
than it has been. "In the past
at this time, most committees
have been $100,000 over their
budget," explained Cady.
"This year, we're $25,000
over budget so we still have to
keep cutting."
Student Government
funds
clubs
and
organizations which benefit
the UCF student and
campus.
Student
Government does not fund
these organizations who
request funds for their own
personal use.
'We want to work together
with organizations," said
David
Sutton,
the

comptroller for Student
Government. "We want to
see that each organization
gets their money, and we
don't want to argue about it.
Student Government just
wants to do what is best for
all organizations."
PAC, the Programming
and Activities Council, is the
main money distributing
organization under Student
Government. Instead of
getting money directly from
Student
Government,
campus
organizations
obtain their funds from
PAC. This process gets
organizations their money,
it is just reread through
PAC.
PAC consists of
committees which cover all
areas of activity on campus
(cultural
activities,
speakers, entertainment,
etc.). These committees allot
money to organizations and
make sure that the
organizations use the money
for their specific activities.
This keeps organizations
working
together
so
activities do not conflict.

•
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EVENT

DATE

TIME

PLACE

SPONSOR

BLACK AWARENESS TUE ROOTS (Uprooted) · Film
12 · 1 pm
,
OMSS
PC 104
17
5:00·6:30 pm
MONTH
CELEBRATION AT THE. 1--r--------;--1---+--~--4------ll
Mercury Morris · Speaker
BSU
7:30 pm
UNIVERSITY OF
WED
Student Ctr.
PACT
18
Auditorium
CENTRAL FLORIDA
LIB 428

'CALENDAR OF EVENTS'

PRESENTED BY
MINORITY
ST UDE
SERVIC S
FEBRUARY, 1987

ROOTS (Chicken George) · Film

1:00·2:00 pm
6:30·7:30 pm

LIB 428
LIB 428

FRI
20

Engr. Day· SCME Competition
Black Graduate Student Conf.
Gospel Choir Extravaganza

8:00 am
Fri. ·Sun.
Fri.· Sun.

CEBA
Tampa
Gainesville

SAT
21

Black Male & Female
Relationship (Seminar)

2:00-5:00 pm

Student
Org. Lounge

THUR
19

SUN
22

West Indies Art Exhibit
(Opening Reception)

MON
23

A Rosin in the Sun

9:00 pm .

OMSS

UCF
Psychology
Dept.

Library

UCF
Library

Activity
Center

BSU

•

•
TUE
24

WED
25

THR
26

ROOTS (The War) · Film

J

12 · 1 pm
5:00-6:30 pm

LIB 428
PC 104

OMSS

OMSS Open House · Exhibits .
Art. Music, Food Crafts
Basketball Game· UCF vs. BCC

12 · 3 pm

7:00 pm

ADM 2255
UCF Gym

OMSS
Athletic Dept

ROOTS (Freedom)· Film

1:00-2:00 pm

LI 428

OMSS

-
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Asian-American students,
often recognized as good
students and one of the few
success stories in U.S.
colleges' efforts to recruit
minority students, may be
getting shut out of some
schools, a civil rights group
charges.
Last week officials at CalBerkeley, which boasts the
nation's largest enrollment of
Asian-American students,
called a press conference to
deny they use enrollment
quotas to keep "Amerasians"
out.
"Cal does not, cannot and
does not wish to set quotas,"
said assistant vice chancellor
B. Thomas Travers.
But his accusers remain
unconvinced.
The San Francisco-based
Chinese for Affirmative
Action claimed unannounced
changes in state campus
admission policies have
caused Asian enrollment to
drop 30 percent at Berkeley
since 1984 and to fall off at
other colleges as well.
"A faculty committee last
year at Stanford concluded
the rate of admission of Asian
students is alarmingly slower
than whites," added Henry
Der of the CAA.
''UCLA also has an
increasing number of Asians
applying for a limited number
of seats," Der said.
"Stanford officials admit
they don't know why this is
happening," Der noted, "but
they've identified it as a
problem area, and they need
to look at the barriers holding
back · Asian- American
enrollment."
While many large state
schools - Alabama, Penn
State, North Carolina and
Texas are recent examples complain they have beenunable to attract as many

• WORKSHOP DATES
Financial aid workshops
scheduled for the week of
spring break have been
cancelled. In addition,
financial aid is reminding
students the deadline to
apply for full-rigged
financial aid at UCF is
Mar. 15, 1987.
•WASHINGTON
Applications for the 1987
John T. Washington
Commemorative Award
r now being accept~d at
the UCF office of minority
tu dent services. Two
w rds, to an adult and to a
young
person, are
pre nted
nnu lly in
m mor ' of the late UCF
so iologist who devoted
mu h of his life to
the

black students as they
wanted, colleges generally
have had much better luck
recruiting and enrolling
Amerasians.
In 1984, while Asian
enrollments nationwide
increased 8.8 percent from
1982, Hispanic enrollment
grew 1.9 percent, black
enrollment dropped 2.8
percent and Native American
enrollment dropped 5. 7
percent.
Such numbers have led to
minority
complaints
elsewhere.
University of Arizona
students, for example,
recently charged that UA's
Office of Minority Affairs had
been negligent in recruiting
non-Hispanic minority
students.
Hispanic students at
Michigan State complain
about
low
Hispanic
enrollment and unmet
financial - aid
needs.
Meanwhile, MSU AsianAmeri<4Ul students said they
are overlooked· as a minority
and want the same
counseling, social and
financial aid benefits awarded
other minority groups.
But at Berkeley, Der
claimed, the problems are
more intense because the
Asian-American applicant
pool is growing quickly,
already exceeding the number
of whites seeking admission
in 1987.
''The same problems face
schools here as face schools
on the East Coast,'' .Der said.
''With a large number of
Asians on both coasts, it's
not surprising that they are
applying to the major colleges
in those areas."
Alumni who see their alma
maters becoming dominated
SEE AMERASIANS PAGE 6

demonstrated commitment
and service to the black
community along with
constructive leadership
and humanitarian effort.
Residents of Orange,
Seminole, Osceola and
Brevard counties only are
eligible for consideration.
There is a March 27
application deadline.
•TOUR
Total immersion in
Mexico's history and
culture with lectures,
discussion and tours over
six days in May is
promised by the UCF
College of Extended Studies
and history department.
The study tour, which
includes optional college
credit, will look at social,
political cultural and
economic history of
Me ·ico to include tours of

Knights at horrie

Rob Peery/Central Florido Fut\.fe'

The Knights (10-14) who have been wrestling with problems all season, will play their last
home game of the year against the Florida International University Sunblazers Saturday
at 7:30p.m. in the UCF gym. For more info see story on page 12.

Researchers rush for bucks
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

President
Reagan's
January
announcement that the government would
hand out $4 billion to $6 billion to build a vast
new atom smasher has touched off another
big academic rush for research dollars.
Some 20 states and their university
systems already have started spending and
campaigning to win the right to administer
the hl!ge project.
In various press releases during the last
two weeks, Florida State, Colorado State,
Colorado, Utah, Texas, Illinois and
California, among others, have claimed
they have an inside track to winning the
pi-ize.
The Superconductor-Supercollider (SSC),
as the project is called, will be a 52-milelong underground magnetic tube outfitted
with sensitive instruments to measure
subatomic acceleration mechanisms, the
speed of particles and, among other things,
the impact of their crashes.
It also wi11 create thousands of
constructior.. jobs
and
long-term

important historical and
archaeological sites.
The tour will depart
Orlando May 2 and return
May 9. Cost of the trip tour
includes airfare, hotel, day
trips and other amenities.
Costs range from $690 per
person for triple occupancy to
$886 for a single. A nonr~fundable deposit of $150 is
due March 12.
For more information, call
the College of Extended
Studies at 275-2123.
•PRESIDENT
Declaration of Candidacy
for Student Government
PresidentiaWice
Presidential Elections will
begin Mar. 2. Be sure to
submit petitions to verify
interest
in
running.
Declaration of Candidacy
will take place between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m. through
1

employment for some 2,500 technicians,
scientists and lab employees researching
th~ mechanics of the universe.
It also will make it easier for the winning
university to attract top research scientists
and, consequently, even more research
contracts.
"I thir..k we have extraordinarily high
chances of being selected,"
said Bill
Fischer of the Univ~rsity of Colorado.
Colorado's legislature already has
authorized spending $3 million to buy land - equidistant between the "major physics
departments" at Colorado and Colorado
State -- for the project.
Florida, countered Iannuccia of the state's
High Technology and Industry Council,
"could have an edge" in winning the
contract: "We have an outstanding phsyics
department at Florida State."
In Utah, Gov. Norm Bangerter asserted
last week, 'We meet all the criteria."
"Nearly all states" have sent inquiries to
the U.S. Dept. of Energy, the DOE's Dr.
Robert Diebold says.

Society, at the UCF is
sponsoring
"The 1987
Florida Poetry Contest."
•SPEAKER
Cash prizes of $100 and $35
Arnold Air Society, a
service organization within will be awarded for the best
Air Force RO'I'C, is poems in four categories:
planning a special briefing published poet, non-student,
citizen
and
today. All UCF st. .~dents are senior
invited to attend.
·
The lecture.,. is Lt. Col. university stu<lent. Three
Glendon Per~dns, USAF, poems may be submitted in
retired, whC' will speak on one category only. All
entries to the contest must be
the POW/M:A issue.
While a navigator aboard typewritten, previously
an EB-4~ · aircraft, Perkins unpublished and postmarked
was shot down over by Mar. 20.
A $1 fee must accompany
Vietnsm. He served sixeach
poem, payable by check
and-a-half years as an
or
money
order made out to
American
POW.
The
"The
Florida
Poetry Cones."
lecture will be in the Science
Each
poem
should have
Auditorium from 1 p.m. to 2
name,
address,
telephone
p.m.
number and category on the
back. The envelope should
•CONTEST
contain
this
The Zeta Xi Chapter of also
Sigma Tau Delta, the information in the bottom left
National English Honor corner.
Mar. 5.
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HEWLETT-PACKARD
CALCULATORS
International Calculator
Is Now Meeting
ANY Discounted Price!

•

The Business Consultant A Whole New Idea in Calculators

NOW In
Stock!

•

F//#9 HEWLETT

a!al

INTERNATIONAL

PACKARD

calculator
& computer

2914 Corrinne Dr.
Orlando, FL 898-0081
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A ERAS A S
FROM PAGE 3
by minorities pressure
admissions offices to stall
minotities' applications.
Der's group theorized.
·'California has a law hat
I the student body at state
colleges and universities
must reflect the makeup of
high school graduating
classes/' Der said. "But if
you look at the number of
Asians who graduate from
high school and apply to
colleges, the number who are
admitted is low."
Berkeley's
Travers
disagreed.
In a report released two
weeks ago, Travers noted
that
Asian-Americans
account for 26 percent of
Berkeley's
undergrad
population, a number that has
risen from 3,410 in 1975 to
5,509 in 1986.
David Gardner, president
of Cal's nine-campus system,
added, ''Asian-Americans are
succeeding extraordinarily
well, both in high school and
in preparing themselves for
.a dmission to UC, CSU and
the state's other colleges ~d

FREE

ory 26. 1987,

5

universities.
· And we reiterate t e
universit 's long standing
commitment to finding a
place on its campus for every
UC-eligible undergraduate
student regardless of
ethnicity.''
But Gardner also admitted
high enrollments of AsianAmericans could lead to a
new racial imbalance in
California schools, and
minority enrollment efforts
need to be directed to
Hispanics and blacks.
In December, Gardner told
the San Diego Union that,
while he is "totally and
unalterably opposed to any
form of ethnic quota system,''
admissions requirements
must ensure the best possible
mix of students.
But for some groups,
minority quotas could be the
answer to low minority
enrollment.
"I wish we had quotas,"
said Rick Williams Diversity
of Colorado. "It would
guarantee more native
Americans o campus.
", Upward Bound director
for the a certain number we
could hold the school to a
guarantee that we recruit
that
number."

r - - .. - - - - - . - - - - ,
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SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR I
STUDENTS WHO NEED
1

:MONEY FOR COLLEGEJ :
I
L

CALL

For A Free Brochure

-·

:YT:E - - ~·~·:3~5~0- ~=-

FREE PHONES!
Student Government has made available FREE Student Phones
Take Advantage_of the Courtesy Phones
for all of Your Local Calls
LOCATIONS
Theatre
Portables
Humanities & Fine Arts Bldg.••••••••••••• 2nd Floor
Chemistry Building
Administration Bldg.•••• ••••••••• •• 1st & 2nd -Floors
r~•~Educati~n Building
·
Q.

Student Services Building •••••••• Across from Bookstore
Computer Center II •••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••• Near Lab
Engineering Building•••••••••••••••••••••lst & 2nd Floors
Student Center ••••••••••••••••Across from Knight's Den
Howard Phillips Hall ••••••••••••••••••••• lst & 2nd Floors
Biology Building •••••••••••••••••• •.• •••• 2nd Floor Lounge
Library ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2nd & 3rd Floors

Let Student Government mm
Drop a Quarter for You! !{i
=~:}:~:~{:~:i:f~:~=~=~=~:})~:t:}~:}?~=f~~}t:}rr~=~=~=~=~=~=~=~=f~=~=~r~:rIr?Y

I

_J
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Serving The UCF Community

the UCF ·
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
Located Right On Campus (across from Bookstore}
.

WE'RE HERE FOR YOU
275-2855

* I
u s

United Parcel Service I

Part-Time Positions Available
United .P arcel Service will be
accepting applications for
part-time loaders and unloaders.
excellent pay · $8.90 an hour.

Please sign up for an interview
appointment in the Career Resource
Center. ADM Suite 124. UPS is an
equal opportunity employer.
Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m., 5:30 p.m.
or 11 :00 p.m., Monday through Friday
workweek.· 3 o ~ hours per day.
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SATURDAY
FEB.
28th
1 · 3 0 PM
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Out with the old,
in with the new
computer system
You may have already noticed some inconsistencies in The Central Florida Future this week ..
Then again, you may not have.
Whether you can tell or not, the type in this issue
of the newspaper was generated from two totally
different systems. One is a photo typesetter and
the other is a laser printer.
Sound stupid? Yes, we thought so too. Unfortunately, we had very little choice in the matter.
The laser system was purchased to replace the
photo system. The whole reason we got the new
system is because the old system has been falling
apart for some time now.
We had hoped that it would last unti1 we could get
ready to make the switch but obviously, it didn't.
And there is a reason for this. We have believed
for some time that our old system was, in fact, intelligent and that it lives to make our lives difficult. Now we have proof.
Consider this: Our new system arrived in two
shipments. The first one was made up of the computers and disk drives. On the very day that the
disk drives were set up for testing, . a small cloud
of black smoke issued forth from our old disk
drive. That's right, it was dead. We've since
printed three issues without the luxury of storage.
Field Report: My friend on the sidewalk,
Yesterday our new printers arrived. As would
L. Cockroach -- a red-blooded bug who
Herman
be expected we merrily set about hooking them up.
peanut butter and cheap beer -- has
enjoys
good
We should have known better.
.just
returned
from a jaunt across his campus.
This morning when we turned on the eld printer
are
some excerpts from his report on
Following
it made some funny grinding noises and then
the
state
of
the
uniYersity:
just sat there beeping at us. It knows! It can sense
Well
folks,
Camelot
is in typic:;il shape. The
that it is on its way out!
administrators
are
as
lazy
as ever and no one suppos_e he wanted to show his overwhelming
Yes, just to punish us, our photo typesetter died
knows
what's
going
on...
But enough support for UCF academics.
halfway through the publishing of this issue. We
unpleasantries.
Let's
see
what's
really
Riiigghhhhtt
checked the manual, but it just said to try resethappening
around
campus.
Well this is one cynical bug who doesn't
ting and if that didn't work ... well, let's just say
On
my
way
to
the
office
I
crawled
across
some
believe
it. Chalk one up in the illegal-cashingthat it made some vague references to prayer.
on
playground
equipment.
people
goofing
around
department.
in-on-a-public-relations-bonanza
So what do you do? The system's dead and
One
might
think
it
highly
irregular
(Speaking
of
I
saw
some
students
who
looked
real
confused. I
there's no hope for resurrection. For us the anirregular,
I
discovered
a
good
ripe
banana,
eaten
them
why.
They
said
they
had
professor
asked
swer to that one was pretty easy. After years of
taking abuse from that old system the only honor- slowly; beats Ex-Lax, hands down.) that a bunch who didn't speak English.
C'mon, President Colbourn, let's get these
able thing we could do was to make a cold switch of college students would find enlightenment on
- a teeter-totter. ,But they said they were raising professors outta here! There's no excuse for the
to the new system.
And that we did. You'll find quite a few things money for some crippled kids or something like dallywagging (Trev really does have a dally,
in this issue were produced on the new computers. that. Sounds good to me. Chalk one up in the you know, and it wags whenever his wife cooks
liver and onions for dinner.) I'm tired of
Take a look at all of the advertising and see if you there's-good-and-charitable-kind-of-stuffcomplaining about professors who don't speak
can tell the difference between what is laser gen- going-on-here department.
I was at the airport when the computer the language. Chalk one up in the we're-stillerated and what is conventional.
ticked-off-'cause-our-profs-are-still-illiterate
Your biggest hint is that laser generated copy is programming team came home last week.
organized on a computer screen and therefore it'ootball coach Gene McDowell was there. I department.
does not suffer from being crooked as our other
text often does.
Otherwise, it should all look about the same.
Anyway, that's our situation. Please try to bear
We 11, I'm finally back. After ~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!= bike for thinking up "Tropical
with us while we get used to having a 20th Century
the now infamous space shuttle
computer system.
Oasis," but maybe they need to
column I wrote last month, I got
try again.
slapped on the wrists by my ediThen there's the no smoking
tors and sent off to columnist
policy. I mean, what's ~ college
conformist school for three
lunch if you're not hacking over
P.O.... 21000. .OltandO. fl.. l2t" (JOIJ275-:IJ601 or 2tt.2166
weeks.
someone else's cigar~tte smoke?
Columnist conformist school, Tropical Oasis is? It's the re- Finally, there's no music in the
Editor In Chief
Don Wittekind
located in outer-Bithlo, is where vamped Knights' Den and acManaging Editor
Chris Richcreek
columnists learn to write really cording to manager Mike Bar- Oasis. This forces students to be
Copy Editor
Lauren Mcfaul
safe
col~mns that never elicit rett, it will have to be revamped alone with their own thoughts,
News Editor
Steve Pustelnyk
Sports Editor
mail.
again if more students don't which is generally not a good
any
Kathy Johnson
First of all, we - there were nine start dropping by. That would be idea.
Photo Editor
Donna Calloway
Art Director
of us. Bob Morris was there do- a shame. The Oasis offers a fine
Theresa Altomare
So I think that all Mr. Barrett
ing time for his "I shot the dog" alternative to SAGA's staple needs to do to get students into
column - were taught never to meals, replacing the pizza and his cafeteria is jazz things up a
Business Manager
Poul Stephenson
express our own feelings on a burgers with fresh sandwiches bit. Toss some tables out on the
Advertising Manager
Shellie Snyder
subject. Much better to adopt the salads and fruitcups. If thi~ sidewalk and give the place a
Production Manager
Todd Lutz
conservative vi~wpoint, I doesn't sound exciting enough, nice European flavor. Consider
Ad Production Manager
Jim Donato
learned, for the simple reason they also have daily specials that replacfog the pastel colors with
Classified Ad Manager
Mike Mccollister
th~t liberals seem to be slow to are exotic (fried rice, eggrolls), neon or black and white checks.
Subscriptions Manager
Lynne Goodwin
wnte letters.
tasty and low priced (around $3). And throw some music in there.
I was also g:iven a list of rea11y I don't think the menu has any- Whatever Mr. Barrett does with
safe column topics which I'll be thing to do with why students the cafeteria, it's still a great
sticking to from now on. So here aren't coming around 1 however. place to eat. I just hope that more
it is, my first column as a new, It's the atmosphere.
students find that out before the
improv.ed columnist.
First of all, there's that name, menu changes and we all find
Spotlight on SAGA: How many which absolutely reeks bland- ourselves with more burgers and
of you know where or what the ness. I know someone won a pizza th an we can eat .

Herman on the state of UCF
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FRONT?
45

47

1 Indefinite

49

number

15 Climbing palm

53
57
58
60
61
62

17 One who shirks

63

4 Backbone
9 Recede
12 Native metal
13 Singing voice

14 Type of cross

.

r:AA\b New
ON I~
~\\1(1\\..

ACROSS

•

1984 United Feature Syndicate

by Michael Fry

duty
19 Encourage
21 Symbol for tin
22 Lean ·
25 Cover
27 Sharpen
31 Slender shoot
32 Arguments in
writing
34 According to
35 Byway of
36 Parcel of land
37 Ancient Roman
weight

38 Forced delay
41 Hall!
42 Verve
43 Shade tree
44 Winter

vehicle
Article
Animation
Posted
Announcement
Lubricate
Deep sleep
Beam
Inquire
Plague
Female sheep
DOWN

1 In honor of
2 Period of time
3 Damp
4 Pierce
5 Enter into
6 Surrounded by
7 Negative
8 Transgresses

9 Greek letter
10 Prohibit
11 However
16 Make Into
leather

18 Insufficiently
adapted
20 Pedal digit
22 Barter

23 Hostelry
24 The same: Latin
26 Cream-colored
Arabian horses
28 Exists
29 Depart
30 Ancient chariot
32 Metal
33 Measure of
weight
35 Open to bribery
39 Symbol for
tantalum
40 Sick
41 Indian mulberry

CHEEVERWOOD
44 Deposit
46 Bird's home
48 Golf cry
49 Extinct flightless
bird
50 Three-toed
sloths
51 Kind
52 Female deer
54 Anger
55 Cry of crow
56 Organ of sight
59 Parent: colloq.
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~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!Yoa hoId the key!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
to responsible decisions regarding alcohol

PREVENTION THROUGH EDUCATION
learn about the problems associated with alcohol abuse and misuse

Gene McDow.e ll

Director of Athletics/Head Football Coach
UCF

DRUG & 'ALCOHOL
AWARENESS CENTER

Health Center Rm. 155
Ph. 281-5841

GRiii< CORNER
Delta Sigma Pl
Good luck to our brothers at the Bowl-olhon this Weekend! Pledges - remember
paddle night ls coming soon Keep up on
you pledge books.
Alpha Tau Omega
Baskelboll-ATO I vs. Sigma Chi, 6:30 Happy
Hour Is bockll ATO(TKE Happy Hour at the
ATO house this Friday. Burgers & Beer. Don't
lorget meetings ore now Sunday Nights.
Zeta Tau Alpha
Hey Zetas! Don't lorget to grab o date for
Barn dooce this Friday! Bring your fun friends
and get reocty for o good time see you
there I
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Get ready tor another raging party
weekend. Genesis coocert preparty al the
house then off to the show! Don't forget
wtthdrowt day Is Friday. UI sis' bewarell
Pl Kappa Alpha
Attention! Everyone: who signed up lor the
community service project this Saturday
remember lo be at the Wyndham hotel at
7:30 o.m. also the Ela Phi chapter
welcomes Kevin Kanos lo the UCF campus.
We hope you have a pleasant stay In Orton-do!

Female to shore two bedroom 2~ bath condo S200 plus ~ electric 27 3-6221 or
422-6538

Female to share lg 2 bedrm Suntree apl,
mfbedroom, ownbolh. wash/dryer, pool,
tennis, racboll, clubhse 240/mo, :.S utllllles,
coll 27 3-9434

Rmmt for 3 bdrm 2 bth Apt 145 month IS
utilities call 677-7653.
Roommate wanted lor new duplex 5 miles
from UCFlll Great locallon privacy
guaranteed Musi be non-smoker dependable and clean
S200/month 8t :.S util. Deposit Is negotiable.
Call Shella al 657-5337.
Female, nan-smoker lo share room-Fox Hunt
Lanes, Fully Furnished, "ne mlle from UCF.
S165 /monlh, security, share ulllllles .
351-5656 otter 6

Rmmt tor 3 bdrm 2 bth home on Red Bug Rd,
microwave, washer/dryer S200 mo &. ~
utllltles 767-5118
• .. . "

85 Toyota Corolla many extras
SB.000 call at 658-7648

1 Month FREE RENT - NEW UNITS
S200 00 Security Deposit
No Application Fee
Pool • Heated Jacuzzi
2 & 3 bedrooms with 2 full baths
washer/dryer hook-ups, mini-blinds
UCF/Martln area
student and Family Sections
Sussex Place
281·6393

College Democrats
Membership Is open lo all students.
Meetings ore held every Tue. In Student
Center Room 217 at 6pm. Need more Info.
please leave message on answer machine
by calling 275-4394.

Omicron De11a Epsilon
The Economics Honors Society open to all
sludnels with an Interest In Economics: For
more inlormallon call Rob Alexander at the
Economics Department 275-2465.
lntervarslty Christian Fellowship
IVCF Is having Bible studies lor everyone.
Mon730 pm al Jomes - 275-3799 Thu 7:30
pm at Donna call 281-4215. Thu 12pm In
campus call Poul at 281-4840 all are
welcome. See you there.

Word Processing • typing • editing Some
day &. weekend service pick up a delivery 859-6658

**

Bike 12 speed Zebrankenko exc. cond.
reliable Irons. sacrifice SIOO coll nlles
645-2757
Portable dishwasher; Mlchelob beer kep
dispenser: script writing typewriter: metal
detector; refrigerator; call for delalls.
365-7292

PROFESSIONAL lYPING
• One mile form UCF Campus •
All types of student documets. Some day
service ovallable. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast • Professlonol • Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

Serious student needs tutor for Numerical
Calculus. II Interested please coll 281-4597.
Help earn SlOOO weekly, stuffing
envelopes al home. Start Immediately write:
Hamilton Mailers Howell Road, Sutle 128,
Winter Pork, Florldo 32792

1976 Toyota Calleo - New !ires, runs well, lltlle rust 5500 677-7023 6pm

Excellent typing/word processing. Editing.
Theses. 273-7591.

warit your house lookng spiffy?
We con do II In a Jiffy!
Coll 2B1-4597 or 365-9517

FAST lYPING SERVICE
Quick Professlonol services. All work
prepared on commercial word processors
for error lree neatness. We use IBM Equip.
men! Letter quality printer not dot-matrix.
Free rough drafts and revisions. Some day,
weekend and overnight serlve ovolloble.
Over 14,500 satisfied students. Coll
671-3007

Student Loans to S7500 273-3263. All ages.
No credit. Insured Pton.

Resumes and cover letters
Designed/Revised/Typed - 657-0079

Furniture for sole solo chair tan plaid S75
solo rust print SSO recliner ton S30 wooden
coffee & end table $20 TV Table SlO glass
tables 2 end I cottee $40 call Janel
679-7374
79 Flreblrd gold. New paint o/c p/s l/x p/b
auto am/fm/cass mint mechanical and
physical cond. Desperate for cash wt!! trade
for cash dllf. PM's and weekends call
851-2325 2500 0.B.O

*

COMPUTER WORD PROCESSING •
Student Papers, resumes. spread sheets Ltr.
quality print. Free revisions. 10% student discount. 658-1481

Now hiring full and/or part time wall staff
and host staff. Apply In person 2-4pm Mon-Thurs or call for appointment.
lennlgan•s 6324' lntemaHonal Drive (By
Wel-N-Wlld)
.351-4435

1970 Ford Torlno-Folrlone, P/B, P/s
auto/trans., runs good, $600.00 or best ofler. Coll 277-3835.

lYPING. Fast, accurate, reasonable. Close lo
campus. Call Berny 282-4168

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control Information, pregnancy tests and counselling. VD
screening, low cost, contldenllal services
and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization

Sofo-earthtones, excellent condition $125
080. Connie 647-686B

Duplex for rent cathedral celling 2bds 2
baths storage clean 395.00 282-5485

TYPING SERVICE: All work prepared on IBM
compatible PC, letter Quality printer. di k
storage tor revisions, WordPerfect sollwar .
Resumes, general papers, legal documents,
etc. CALL FRAN n4'·9026.

80 Ford Fiesta, n.ru great, sunroof good
tronspartollon, S1200 negotiable call
275-4160 or 628-5980 evenings.

Townhouse -- 2br/2bath, Fox Hunt
S5,000 under market al $49,900. call
#351-0090 or #351-2265.

Patio home for rent 2 bdrm 2 both close to
UCF Pool call 273-1821.

tx cuHve Word Proc sslng Services
Term papers, theses. r sumes, manu crtpt
15 yrs experience. pick-up deli ery ervlce
available. Academic needs met by prol S·
slonol typist 15'4 student discount 24 hour
message center 277-0329

BO Mazda RX7 tx. Excellent condition.
Owner leaving country, must sell. $4000.
Call 365-7661 weekends.

UCF Allddo Club
.Japaneese fine art self derense coordination mental and phystcal training. Classes
Mon Wen Fri 7-9pm Sot 9-llom Sun 1-3 pm
mulllpurpase room Education Bldg.
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowshlp
Wont to have fun? Come at Lake Claire on
Fri Feb 27 al 6:30 pm. All are welcome. Join
us In singing & devotion. There will be a
campfire. You wtll have fun. Coll James
658-7808.

TY IST

a 'ng

Walerbed Queen size mattress lor sole S25
671-7293

2-bdrm, 2-bolh townhouse for rent In Fox
Hunt Lanes. Fenced yard on waler, ceiling
fans, etc. 5450 per month plus deposit.
Month-to-month lease oPllon. Avollable Immediately. #351-0090 or #351-2265.

Female roommate wonted to shore I or 2
bedroom apartment in Haystack close to
UCF Available May ls! call .Jennifer at
658-4705 or 321-3963
Female roommate needed lo share large
apt. pool, tennis courts, own bdrm & bth
160 mo 657-1458 or 678-8956

1982 Ponlioc J-2000 E eel ent cond.
$2500.00 co 699-5772

One bedroom apartment lor rent . Five
mlrule olk from Ul'll ers1ty S275 per month
rent. Phone 658-1638

$100 REWARD.
Novy Orlando Federal Credit Union Is ottering a $100 REWARD for any Information
leading to the recovery of our ANCHOR sign
token from the UNIVERSITY CENll'R BUILDING.
If you know anything about the
whereabouts ot this sign, PLEASE CALL
644-1100 ext. 76. Thank you!

Flnanclal old for college Is ovallable RESULTS
GUARANTEED! Call 1-BOO-USA-1211 ext
0627

For sole by owner. UCF area. Fully furnished,
fully rented deluxe condo. 3 bedrooms, 2 ~
baths . Pool, tennis. S60,000. Call
351-7020.

Drive a new car every year auto-leasing
goes mulll-level. No credit check. Errol
275-8691 Eves. Tiil 12

~------------------------------------------------------------------------,.-

Subscription Form

Subscribe Now!

...

Name and address:

To The Central Florida Future
New discounted rates!
New Rates
Full Year: $16.00 (Save $3.00)
Fall Semester: $6.00
Spring Semester: $8.00
Summer Semester: $5.00

Full Year ($16.00)
Fall Semester ($6.00)
Spring Semester ($8.00)
Summer Semester (55.00)

Send to:

The Central Florida Future
University of Central Florida
P.O. Box 25000
Orlando, FL 32816

Make checks payable to The Central Florida. Future
,________________________________. _________________________________________
J
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TAKE A 20 MINUTE STUDY BREAKI
I
·Tan the WOLFF SYSTEM Way!
Where The Sun Always Shines!

Distributors of Wolff Sun Systems
• Keep a Dark. Rkh Tan All Year
• Clean. Safe, o Burnini.r
• PrivalE' Rooms and ~1u 1c
• ~ lop exper.ienct> our . ew
AC'U- . 1A 'AGE ahlt>. Lt \l~iL FHEI-.

$24.95

I
I
I 10% Discount with
I
U.C.F. l.D.
I
I
.
I Coupon Expires May 10, 1987

t------------------~

TOWER PLACE
10376 E. Colonial, Suite 113
East of E. W. Expy. & W. of Alafaya

282-6042

5 Visits for

II

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1st Visit

FREE

MON.- FRI.: 9A.M.-9P.M.
SAT.: 9A. .-5P.M.
Coupon Expires May IO. 1987 .J
..___________________________________________________________
._ ________________________
•
Complete line of Lea Haller Makeup
SUNDAY: 12P. .-6P.M.

I

•

Writers :Needed.!

UCF hosts JUCOTeams

For more information call
The Central Florida Future at 275-2865
or just stop by our offices .

•

STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES
+

•
•

•

Student Legal Services provides
students with assistance in selected
areas of law such as landlord/tenant,
consumer, non-criminal traffic and
uncontested dissolutions. You can
receive attorney consultation and
representation free of charge to
qualified students. Call 275-2538 or
stop by SC 210 for more information
or an appointment.

Problems with?

Need?

Landlords?

A Will?

Insurance?

Name Change?

Contracts?

Uncontested Dissolution?

CENTRALF ORDA FUTURE

Thursday's Games

If you enjoy the game of basketball, then
this is your weekend. The Florida Community College Activities Association is holding their annual state tournament at UCF.
Eight games, featuring the top players and
teams from the state, will be played in the
UCF gym. All games are free to UCF students.
In previous years, this tournament has
been held at Stetson Univ~rsity. The tournament was put up for bid last year, and the Rotary Club of Goldenrod successfully attained
responsibility for the tournament. The rotary club, in conjunction with UCF, is putting on the event.
Seminole Community College, a local junior college is part of the event. Also Indian
River C. C., Florida Junior College
(Jacksonville), Brevard C.C., South Florida
J. C., Gulf Coast C.C., Chipola J.C., and Miami Dade make up the rest of the field.
The Tournr:..m ent kicks
Thursday afternoon at l::rn p.m.with Chipola facing Miami Dade. A1sc. on Thursday, there are 3;30
p.m., 7:00 p.:m . and 9:00 p.m. (Seminole vs.
Indian River-) games .
Friday, the semi-finals are scheduled to be
played. Game times are 7:00 p.m. and
9:00p.m. Saturd~ will feature a 1:30 p.m.
North vs. South all star game, and the state

off

Police?
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Seminole C.C. ~
Indian River C. C.
Florida J.C.
11·00p m
Brevard C.C.-South Ronda C. C.--, 3 ·30n m

Gulf Coast C.C.~

Chipola J .C.
_J J ·30p m
Miami Dade C.C.

'

Friday: Semi-Finals

7:00p.m.
9:00p.m.

Saturday: Final3

3:30p.m.

championship match at 3:30 p.m. The weekend of basketball will wrap -up with UCF
playing Florida International at 7:30 p.m.
The winner of the tournament will advance to the regional competition, which
will be against the Georgia representative.
Then, the National Junior College Championship in Kansas will follow.
Last year's winner, which was decided in
overtime, was Pensacola Junior College.
This year proves to be just as exciting. One
of the top junior college player in the nation
is Tony Dawson. Dawson is averaging over
30 points per game. He is a member of the
Gulf coast team.

I & M VIDEO

Small-college basketball
reaches big-time television

The Complete Home Video Store

Staff Report

•

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

UCF Students, Faculty
And Staff

•
•

just show us your l.D.
I/

..

Tournament Tearns

Staff Report
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11796 E. COLONIAL DRIVE
Alafaya Village Shopping Center

• • • ..__2_7_3-_4_5_70_ _ _ __

a

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-1

J 8r L
OFFICE SUPPLIES
TOWER PLACE
10376 E. Colonial Dr.

.i i 277·7776 CE
Over 3,000 Items
Stocked For Your Needsl
10% Discount Offered
to UCF Students with
Valid l.D.
If you need to send it or get it
CALL J & L
Western Union & UPS Available .

Small-college basketball
soon will go big time, as
ESPN, the cable TV sports
network, last week announced it would televise the
final four games of the National Association of Intercollegiate (NAIA) tourney
March 16-17.
Though it won't pay like
the NCAA's contracts, the
NAIA agreement with
ESPN is significant, observers say, because it will give
some smaller colleges
national exposure, provide
great boost to players and
could even corrupt a
basketball tourney that was a
last bastion of college athletic innocence.
The agreement "could be a
step down that road" to bringing the pressures,
recruiting scandals, under.:he-tabl& payments, gradefix.ings and exploitation
of players that have plagued
NCAA (National Collegiate
Athle~.ic Association)
sports to the heretofore
squeaky-clean N AIA, frets
Bob Hochstein of the
Carnegie Foundation, whif'h
has been acnve ;,. the NL:.:'~
reform movement.
In the t- ::tst, N AIA tourneys
gc4... !ocal tv coverage at best,
am~ ·..v~re played
in front. ·)f basketball lovers
"who -~ ff!..11d spend their twoweek v::. ~· ::.itions here,"
says ~_. AIA spokesman
Charlie Eppler.
"There'll be a bit more
pressure since people from

I

Maine to California
will be watching," Eppler
opines. Otherwise, it will be
"no different from any
other (NAIA) game."
Some of the players themselves disagree, ' saying
there's a lot "different"
now.
The contract "really gave
some people ideas about getting into the Final
Four, really made their eyes
light up," says Craig Haw:.
ley, a point guard for
Wisconsin - Stevens Point.
Dave Possinger, coach of
St. Thomas Aquinas College
in Sparkill, N.Y.,
sees the ESPN deal as a great
way to attract attention.
St. Thomas Aquinas, he
notes, "has the winningest
record of any level team
in the country. We've· been
ranked nationally every
week since 1982, but still
can't get the recognition
NCAA teams get. You ~~r:'t
get th<.! press to cover us.'·
Television exposure in the
Final Four, he adds . could
greatly help him
recruit better players in the
future.
"You do some thi:igs you
just wouldn't do withvut all
that p~essure," the
Ca1 negie
Fonndation ' s
Hochstein counsels. "The
closer you get to (NC'.\A)
Division I-type activ1ties, the
potential for danger grows."
"We'll have to wait and
see," he adds. But "the more
commercial you get,
the more pressure there is on
coaches, players and the
schools themselves to
win. It's the money."

There is not, in fact, much
money in the current ESPN
deal, at least by
television standards.
"We probably won't get
any revenue this year, except
from ticket sales,"
Eppler reports. The NAIA
will share in ad dollars only
after ESPN sells "a
minimum level of advertising.
The NCAA's basketball
Final Four tourney, by contrast, is big-time college
sports' most lucrative venture, earning the NCAA Final Four teams an estimated
$1 million each in take-home
money, according to NAIA
spokeswoman Marybeth
Brutton.
Meanwhile, Brutton says,
the NAIA is "$20,000 to
$40,000 away from" the
garnering a "minimum
amount" of advertising for
its tourney. Terms of the
deal
were not disclosed, but Brutton adds d . qt ESPN wm not
give the NAIA a
perce"tage since "they're not
forseem~·· that we' 11 surpass
(the ad n1rn~mum)."
"The NAIA :vit. is quite differe111 from the NCAA's pot,"
says Ray ··~rnian, a
spokesman : -: · University of
Maryland C:· ~!1cPllor John
Slaughter, who -nas been an
active spor s reformer since
Maryland athlete Len Bias
died /' cocaine
poisoning last June.
"I don 't think there 's
enou~h m!:'nPv (in the ESPN
deal) to corrupt the
NAIA, " Gillian asserts.

Basketball grand finale:
Knights vs. Sunblazers
Poul Owers
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

will be in cor1tafr1ing a trio of Sunblazers who are capable of dominating a game.

At first glance it would appear that
Senior forward Jerry Nash, the
Saturday night's mens basketball team's leading scorer with a 14. 7 avgame with Florida International erage, scored 24 points in Monday's
University is void of any real mean- victory. In the last seven games, he
ing.
has scored 143 points (20.4 average).
True, the end of the season is mercifully winding down. The contest S-ix -foot-six senior Carlton Phoewill showcase a pair of teams with nix pulled down 22 rebounds ~gainst
losing records that have no hope of Northern Illinois to establish a new
any postseason accolades. Finally, school record. He has 264 boards for
there are endless possibilities for a the season which is also a new
Saturday night, and attending a record.
seemingly unimportant basketball
game does not exactly top anybody's
Reserve forward David Banks
list of favorites.
(11.0 ppg) scored 19 points last Mon·
However, this game has more sub- day.
He has the ability to hit the
plots than Bob has Banicades.
three-pointer, but will drive inside
It will be the last home game for the for the easy bucket if given the
Knights this season. It will be the chance.
basketball fan's last chance to catch
UCF in action until next fall. Also,
For UCF, no one player has
every garne is important for the emerged- as the sole leader in any
Knights in their continuing journey game this year. One night it might
into the depths of Division I play. be sophomore forward Pat Crocklin.
With every victory comes progress. The next game might belong to senLast1y, because the meeting between . ior guard Faronte Roberson. John
the Knights and Sunblazers will be- Friday, Bryant Woodford, and Stan
gin a regular series between the two Haithcock are also dangerous With
teams, a victory would give UCF a the pumpkin on any given night.
psychological advantage heading This diversity prevents opposing
into next season. A state rivalry is .a teams from focusing in on one
definite possibility.
player.
Although FIU, a Division II team
playing virtually a D.ivision I
The Knights need to close out their
8chedule, is just 7-16, they ended a home season with a victory Saturday
nine game iosing skid with an 86-83 to gain some much needed momenvictory over Northern 11linois Mon- tum for next year. A little joy at the
day night.
end of a long season would make it
The key to the ga-1pe for the Knights all
worthwhile.

Donna Calloway/Central Florido Future

Brandon Turner
Brandon Turner, a freshman pitcher, has appeared in 'relief in six of
the 11 games. Turner has an ERA of 0.51 in 17. l innings. He also has
nine strikeouts and has given up only one earned run.

Knightmare season over for Ladies
Chad Solinas
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

With the Lady Knights basketball team's regular season over, its time to look at
some highs and lows that occurred during the 1986-87
campaign.
The most obvious low is the
outcome of the season. Coach
Nancy Little's squad finished with a 3-22 record,
and in the process set many
unwanted records. Most of
these came on the defensive
Since
side of the court.
Little's arrival at UCF, she
has posted a 16-37 record. By
compadson, Joe Sanchez
(Lady Knight coach from
1981-'84) posted a 92-37
mark. '£he most games he
lost was 15, yet his team finished fifth in the nation in
the same year.
Little who inherited a team
that returned six players
(three starters) from Sanchez's 20-10 team yet only
guided them to a 13-15 record
in her first ) ear including a
then . ecord ~five con ecutive
losses. This year her team
lost a record 14 games in a
row and 1 7 out of the last 18.
The most obvious highlight
was the earl ·-season pla ~ of

DeAnn Craft. Craft was the
leading scorer for the ladies
during the season, and her
ability has earned her spots
in _the top five of many categories in the Lady Knights
record book.
First off, her 36 points
against Tulane ties her for
second place for points
scored in one game with
Kristy Burns (vs Mercer,
'85) and Dorine VanTongeren (vs St. Leo, '84). The
record is held by Susan Patz,
who scored 37 points against
Harv.ard in '84. Craft also
scored 34 points against
Georgia State, which is good
for the sixth spot.
By scoring 502 points on the
year, Craft also jumped into
third place for points in a
season, ahead of VanTongeren's 496 in '83-'84. Leading the way is Burns with
her remarkable 691 points in
1985-'86.
Combining her points this
season with her 456 in 1984'85, Craft has ~cored 958 in
her h a-year stint at UCF.
She surpasses ' anTongeren
for fourth place.
Craft s scoring average of
20 9 ppg puts her into second
place on the list. She is only
the second Lady Knight to
average over 20 points in a
season but she trails Burns

and her 24. 7 ppg.
With a career scoring av~
erage of 17.7 ppg., Craft pass-·
es VanTongeren for second
place on the career average
list. Burns is on top with her
20. 7 average.
Field goals is another area
where Craft made her mark.
She made 14 vs. Tulane,
which puts her into a tie for
fifth place. Craft made 204
field goals this season, and
that is good for the fourth
spot. Her total of 404 is also
good enough for fourth place.
By shooting 52.4 percent
from the field, Craft moves
into third place in that category. For her career, Craft
shot 52.3 percent (404-772),
which is .1 percent behind
Burns' first-place mark.
Craft smashed all current
free-throw percent marks,
and this is her claim to
fame. Besides leading the
nation the entire year from
the line with her 92.2 percent
mark, she also shattered the
previous Lady Knight mark
of 81.4 percent. In her career,
Crafl c:mi.t:::cted on 86. 7 percent. of her charity shots,.
which is 6.6 percent better
than Burns' previous
record.
Besides shooting the ball
well Craft was also a great
passer. With her 83 assists

Women s basketbaU on the skids
1

The teem ts tn • two-gee,; stu,np even though four of

thb years plogen were returners..

If

this year, Craft moved into spot for career assists with
fifth place in career asists 411.
with 203.
Cardinale also had 67
Senior Julie Cardinale also steals, which is good enough
has had a good career at for fourth place for steals in a
UCF. With her 157 assists season. Combining these
this season, Cardinale not with her 81 thefts from last
only is first and third for as- season, Cardinale moves
sists in a season, but she also into second place in her catak~s over the number one reer.
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An interview with Ratt's
opening act,

BY STEVE

•

J.

PusTELNYK

"Even if there's a war going
on the the Middle East, if a
girl walks up to you and says,
'I'm not going out with you
tonight,' that's the thing· that
hits home," said Rikki
Rockett, drummer for the
rock group Poison.
This one statement sums
up the groups music, which is
easy to categorize but hard to
define. It is simple and
youthful, a critics dream.
This band plays for the fans,
and they are bound to eat it
up, critics or not.
Formed three years ago in
Pennsylvania, Poison has
worked its way from the very
bottom of the rock scene to a
growing predominance within
it.
Shortly after the group
started, they decided to move
to California. ''We figured
that if we were going to have

no ·money, no food and have
to sleep on the streets, at
least we could pick a warm
climate," said Bret Michaels,
lead vocalist for the band.
Michaels and the other
band members including
drummer Rikki Rockett,
guitarist C.C. DeVille and
bassist Bobby Dall, were
quick to hit the rock scene in
L.A. After performing live
and putting on shows which
"delivered the goods," Poison
began recording their debut
album, Look What the Cat
Dragged In. Currently Poison
is on tour with Ratt and will
be performing on March 2 at
the Orange County Civic
Center.
Many critics have labeled
the group "glam rock," and
while Rockett accepts the
label, he added, "We call it
glam-slam rock 'n' roll. Glams
our image, slams our attitude
and rock 'n' roll is what we

play."
"Everytime something new
comes out they have to put a
label on it. So the first thing
they do is look at the way we
dress and it has a glamorous
look so they call us ''glam
rock," which is fine. But we're
pretty much a rock 'n' roll
band.
While critics rag on the
band and call them the usual
things, Rockett doesn't let it
bother him. "If a critic runs
around and writes a bad
review, you can't really get
mad about it, you just kind of
go by that," he said. "The
only thing that really matters
is what we think and what the
fans think."
"More than anything it's
what the fans think," Rockett
said. "A lot of times critics
are frustrated musicians
themselves, so a lot of times
they cut down the music and
the band,'' he added.
Rockett said the emphasis
is on the fans. ''If you're not
doing it for the people you 're ·
playing for, and you're doing
it for yourself, then it
becomes masturbation. I
might as well just sit in my
·hotel room or in a studio
somewhere and just play to
get myself off.''
But that can't happen, said
Rockett. "You have to play to
keep the people happy, so we
can see a smile on their faces,
that's what really matters."
Inspiration for the band's
music comes from personal
experiences. 11 All the
inspiration either comes from
things we've done, we like to
do or something we know
about," Rockett said. He also
indicated that Poison has no
desire to be a political band.
"This isn't a band that's
going to write about Ireland
because we don't know
anything about it. We'll leave
that to somebody who knows
about it."

''We grew up like everyone
else," Rockett explained,
"parties on Saturday nights
and television.''
The band compares its
sound to the '50s style boogiewoogie, which Rockett said
was evident on the group's
"Blame it on You" cut. He
also claims other groups as
influences. "We're influenced
by the stuff we grew up
listening to. Everything from
KISS and Aerosmith to
James Brown and Santana.
As far as the influence of
KISS," Rockett said, "I
think it's more the theatrics
of KISS. I'm not going to try
and look like Paul Stanley
and put a star on my face.
He's done that and it can't be
done again.''
The group has set a new
style which is reminiscent of
the KISS era, but with the
opposite implications. While
KISS wore mask-like makeup, Poison wears a subtler
makeup, but a lot of it. It is
almost a direct theatrical
contrast to the '70s look.
"I think KISS made a
statement with their makeup. We're not trying to make
a statement," Rockett said.
"We just put it on to look
better."
Rockett tries not to take
any criticism too seriously. "I
don't think it's homosexual
.for a man to wear make-up. I
never have (worn make-up), I
just think it looks better on
stage," he said.
"If I wasn't a musician
maybe I would wear it and
maybe I wouldn't," Rockett
explained, but "I know when
I go out in front of 8- or
10,000 people I want to look
my best for them because
they've paid a lot of money to
see
us.''
At times the band sounds
as if it desires to be much
more than just another rock
'n' roll band, but this concept
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falters quickly as the band
talks about its desire to be
successful.
"Michaels and I put this
band together in the summer
of 1983," Rockett said. "We
wanted to see a band where
all the guys were real cool on
stage, everybody raised hell
on stage and played good rock
1
n' roll music."
Although the desire is
there, the band does not
strive to be memorable. We
write
lyrics that are not
overbearing so you don't have
to be a rocket scientist to
know what we're talking
about," Rockett said.
Rockett places more
importance on the band and
its performance. "I haven't
seen a rock 'n' roll band in a
long time,'' he said. ' 'I
haven't seen a band that just
· comes out and plays three or
four chords, has some good
sing-along lyrics, a good
melody, a beginning and an
ending, not somebody just
trying to be a guitar hero.
The band has no bones
about its influence on the
history of rock n' roll. "We're
entertainers, we're not trying
to get into the museum of
natural history or art or
something," Rockett said,
"We're trying to go out there
and entertain the people the
best we know how.''
Rockett
believes
a
purposeful chant:> ¥ m style on
an album is wrong. I don't
have to try to be different on
each album, I think it just
comes naturally. If I make a
definite effort to trv and
chang" qnmethiri ec';'p1~ are
going w say okay, Rikki got
bored with whRt he was
doing Poison got. uored. with
what they were doing, they're
going to try something else
,,,
now.
1

1

'

SEE MUSIC PAGE
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Dance industry suffers clothing shortage
BY LIZ SAMMON

The lights suddenly dimmed anc! for a
moment everyone was a bit disoriented.
The music began slowly at first with
building intensity. The stage was a mass
of fog and then the mist slowly
dispersed to reveal ballet dancers
gracefully moving in the shadows. They
approached center stage and the
audience gasped. A group of men were
on the stage wearing nothing but leather
belts! That's right - no clothes.
"I am SHOCKED!" a woman
exclaimed. "I will not expose my
children to such... such TRASH!''
This reaction was typical of many
when Gus Giordano brought his Jazz
company to Valencia Community
College. Needless to say, they were not
invited to return.
Most people would assume that dance
in Central Florida is flourishing at the
same rate as every other industry in this
area. Sadly, it is not. Not only is it not
growing very quickly in Orlando, but
the people of this city (for the most part)
are not supporting the arts here.
When Southern Ballet Theatre began,
it could not afford to pay its dancers.
Today the company is still the only
professional dance company in the
Central Florida area. The survival of
S.B.T. is due largely to the efforts of
Barbara Riggins and Kip Watson, who
are the owners and directors of this
much publicized company.

The support for dance began mainly in
the Winter Park area. Many of the
businesses there contribute to the
Southern Ballet Theatre. These people
have been mainly responsible for the
survival of S.B.T. in its early years.
When asked if Central Florida is
giving him the support he needs, Kip
replied, "I think people have to move in
here first. I think for the size of this
town we have excellent art facilities.
We're established each year more and
more." He feels the percentage of people
who support the arts is no different than
in any other city.
Many dance companies have come to
Central Florida in the past ten years.
The problem seems to be either they
don't come very often or they never
come back at all, ever. Dance groups
such as the New York City Ballet, Alvin
Ailey and others seem to have an
aversion to the Orlando area. This is
certainly not due to a lack of audience.
All of these companies have performed
for full houses here.
"Orlando seems to have an inability to
bring in quality dance companies," says
Lois Westberry-Store, owner and
director of Central Florida Dance
Theatre.
Let's face it. People have a tendency
to stay away from areas where they are
not wanted. Look at our friend, Gus.
There's a prime example.
Ms. Store felt the response given to
Giordano was an expected one. "I feel

_(Jalend r

that Central Florida has difficult)
looking at the art form in dance and
tends to look more at the human body. I
think that limits us to Gus Giordano 's
form of dance. ' '
The future for dance in Central
Florida at this stage is anybody s guess.
Support from the majority of Orlando
fluctuates erratically, although there
seems to be a good cross-section of
people attending dance performances.
Patti Watson Walsh who owns and
operates School of Performing Arts in
Fern Park says this about support here.
"I don't feel Orlando will support the
arts the way other cities do. If they
enjoy a performance they go back." This
seems to be the only way of knowing
Orlando's preferences at this early
stage.
Ms. Store says,"The future of dance
here depends on how well the area
studios promote themselves."
The Central Florida Dance Theatre
has performed The Nutcracker once a
year for the last five years. Ticket sales
have grown tremendously in the last
two years. Orlando looks forward to
seeing them every year. This lends some
encouragement to the dancers.
And so dance will continue here in
Central Florida. Support will grow, and
eventually we will confront the big
. league companies - hopefully with our
clothes o.n.

Allman's southern rock aibum an angel
BY RANDY

A.

SALAS

Gregg Allman, I'm No Angel
Doctor, I'm so confused.
Have a seat on my couch
and tell me what's wrong.
It's the new Gregg Allman
album, Doc.
Do you want to go with
that?
Well, I actually like it.
So what's wrong with that?
You don't understand, Doc.
I've never willingly listened
to the Allman Brothers - let
alone Gregg Allman - or any
other form of southern rock
without feeling as if I was
going to throw up. It's just
not me, Doc. In the '70s,
Gregg Allman and his
brother, Duane, were the
definitive example of what
southern rock was all about.
Frankly, Doc, they just
weren't the utmost in family
entertainment.
I see. Then why do you like
the album?
Because it's not southern
rock, Doc. Allman has taken a
more mainstrean approach to
his music without sounding
commercial. Some songs even
have a jazzy feel to them. In
fact, some great-sounding
horns can even be heard on
' 'Anything G'>es. ' '
MUSIC, .r HCJM PAGE
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He said the second album is
alread in the works. " \ e
had thirty songs for the fir t
album. We coul d only put
ten on it , •> we re looking
forward o r cord.lug the next
one
" I L takeE our whole life t o
make y ur first album. but it
only takes two months t o
make our second,·· Rockett
said indicating his belief in
the statement.
" I can only see a year · to

Go on.
It's amazing, Doc. Don
Johnson sings with Allman
on ''Evidence of Love," and
his vocals don't even ruin the
song.
That is amazing.
But the big thing, Doc, is
that Allman does some
faithful renditions of two
classic Allman Brothers
the future, and I know were
going to be touring, after that
I don t know " he said.
But from Rockett's
comments, it would appear
the band plans to record
albums
for many years
to come.
He sees no problems
keeping the band t ogether.
"We went through all the
hard times together. Its not
really the music we argue
about that much because the
music is something we've
always agreed on, · he said.
SEE

SIC PAGE 5

songs, "Don't Want You No
More" and "It's Not My
Cross to Bear," and they
don't even wrench my gut.
"I'm No Angel" and "Things
That Might Have Been" also
piqued my interest, Doc.
So why are you confused?
It's the grade, Doc. I don't
know what to give I'm No
Angel. I mean, I think the

• THE CREALDE FINE ART
The Crealde Fin Art Gall ry will
present " Our Florida Environment : Fi Points of Vi w" - an
exhibi t ion by five
r eald
photographers March 6 - April 4.
The Gallery hours are 9-5 Monday
- Friday . Creadle is located at 600
St. Andrews Blvd. Winter Park,
FL 32792. For information call
305·671-1 86.
• LEU GARDENS
Leu Gardens will be offering a
workshop entitled, "Pine Needle
Stitchery". This class will meet
on Feb. 28 from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. at
Leu Gardens. In this beginning
workshop the basics of pine n
dle stitching will be taught. A
variety of stitches will be ex·
plored while stitching a circular
placemat. Materials will be provided. Members cost is $10 and
non-member cost is $12. Registration is required. For information
call 849·2620.

• ORLANDO BALLET
Ballet Orlando announces "An
evening of Dance" at the Bob carr
performing Arts Centre on Mar. 8
at 7 p.m. This program promises
to be the most exciting event of
the season. Guest artist will be
William Starrett. Tickets will be
on sale at the Bob Carr Performing Arts Centre and Select-a-Seat
outlets for $10, $8 and $7.
•WAYNE NEWTON
Wayne Newton will be in his first
Daytona appearance on March 17
at the Ocean Center in Daytona
Beach. Scheduled time is 8 p.m.
and tickets are $16.50 reserved.
Tickets are available at all Select·
a-Seat outlets and the Ocean
Center Box Office. To charge by
phone call: (904) 254-4545.

album is strong, put I don't
think I'd ever buy it. On the
other hand, I certainly don't
mind listening to it. In fact, I
even enjoy it.
You see, Doc, I was
treating this review as a sort
of "contractual obligation": I
didn't want to do it, but the
album's
selling
like
watermelon at a picnic. Plus I
have some dear friends that
love it. Least of all, I wasn't
expecting to like it. I was
going to review the new REO
Speedwagon LP, but. that
one's so bad I had to scrape
for something else.
So what do you think, Doc?
Wel~ give I'm No Angel a
B-plus and leave it at that.
Thanks, Doc. See you next
week.
Oh, Randy?
Yes.
Mind if I borrow the album?
Grade: B-plus

• CIVIC THEATRE OF CENTRAL
FLORIDA
One of the most popular and successful plays of modern times,
You can't take it with you, will
open Feb. 20 at the Civic Theatre
in Loch Haven Park and will play
through Mar. 8. Performance
dates are Feb. 20,21,25,26,27,28,
Mar. 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. Sunday
matinees are at 2 p.m. all; other
performances are at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $9·10 ($6 for students)
and they may be reserved by calling the Civic Theatre Box Office
at 896·7365.

Record Roundup
Pick of the Week:
The Dave Edmunds Band,
Live, I Hear You Rockin.
Dave Edmunds, one of rock
music's finest, delivers
flawless vocals on this live
album. We're talking studio

• ORLANDO MUSEUM OF
ART
A parent/child African workshop
celebrating Black History Month
will be held Feb. 28 at the Orlando
Museum of Art. Conducting the
workshop are the Yoruba people
from West Africa. For informat ion call the Museum 's Educa·
tional Department at 896-4231.

• BOB CARR PERFORMING
ARTS CENTRE
Singin' in the Rain, will hit Cen·
tral Florida in its splashy new
Broadway version when the National Touring Company opens
Feb. 24 and runs through March
1 as the fourth of Zev Buffman's
five production theatrical season
at Orlando 's Bob Carr Perform·
ing Arts Centre. Tickets are
available by calling toll free,
1·800·468·3540, at all Select-A·
Seat outlets and through the City
Box office at Bob Carr Performing Arts Centre.

SEE ALBUM PAGE 4
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French flicks are not a fluke

PLAZA

679-2121
545 Semoran Blvd.
Winter Park, FL
32792
Any regular priced
ALBUM, CASSETTE,
IMPORT or CD
$7 .99 AND UP!

$2.00 . -----------------

OFF!

BY DAVID ScHLE KER

In Europe, the Enziarr.is a
beautiful flower that grows
on the slope of mountains. In
Orlando, the Enzian is a
theater that prides itself on
''foreign
and
classic
American films_'' The Enzian,
I located in Maitland, builds
I itself up to be a high class
I escape from the typical
I Orlando movie scene, and for
I the most part, succeeds.
The atmosphere is different
in a classy way. The theater is
in the form of an old house
and was exclusively designed
' by owner and former New
Yorker, Tina Tiedtke.
Beverages can be served by
the bottle, and a simple cup of
coffee is served in a fancy,
glass mug.
"It (the theater) is more
geared for about age twenty
and
up,"
explains
manager/booker, Ka thy
Norman. "It's a good yuppy ·,
crowd.''

------------------~
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OYSTER BAR
RESTAURANT
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Monday Nights are College Nights at The No-Name

9-12 P.M.
* 50 ¢ Draft Specials
* Buy one half a pitcher
get the second FREE
* Food -~JlS17i,al~ until. 11 :00

2 Miles North
of UCF on
Alaf ~ya Trail

The Enzian has a taste for
"off-beat" films. Although,
once in a awhile some of the
French films get a little too

.

. ._

off-beat. This month. one of
the films, Menage, centers
itself on a vulgar trio: a
three's company situation
where the two gentlemen care
for each other so much that
they decide three's a crowd;
therefore, kicking their
attention crazed female friend
out on the street. The movie is
a comedy of sorts, yet very
explicit in its humor.
"That was a smut film,
wasn't it," laughs Norman a
little embarrassed.' That one
was kind of a surprise. I
booked it because th~ star in
it, Depardieu, is very popular
the most popular french
actor."
Also appearing this month
is Down by Law. Not at all on
the same line as Menage,
Down by Law is an extremely
funny movie. Filmed solely in
modem-day black and white,
the film is about three guys
down on their luck.
" It's a kind of dead-pan
humor," Norman comments
on the film. "The director
uses the funniest looking
guys you'll ever see. There are'
some shots -~here nobody's

~'

,...

.

saying an thing, but you'll
die laughing anyway. They
are simply the funniest
looking guys you'll ever want
to see."
February marked the two
year anniversary of the
theater. Some up-coming
films are the critically
acclaimed, Malcolm, as well
as David Bowie's Absolute
Begi.nners. Some of the films,
for one reason or another,
simply get put on shelf
somewhere and never seen by
the public, yet the majority of
the movies are foreign.
"Most of our movies have
sub-titles. Dubbed movies are
just aggravating," Norman
said.
Aside from an occasional
French "smut" mistake, the
Enzian offers a nice breather
from box-office-blues. Once in
awhile, the Enzian presents
live performances: appearing
on March 9, the ever popular
"vocalizers",
the
Whiffenpoofs. ·
"Come one, come all, come
see all our movies!" Norman
concludes. Just avoid
bringing the kids to any oneword titled french flicks.
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There will be a mandatory meeting for the ccrntetti staff on \,arch 4 at •
4:00 p.m. in the Central Florida Future office. We will be discussing ••
assignment's and the new computer system. Please don't miss this! If you
are unable to attend call Cindy at 275-2865 or 275-9577. Anyone in-.,
terested in writing fc;>r Confetti is also welcome. ' ' • • ~ I • ,
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Win Movie
Tickets
to
a special preview of

•

A JOHN HUGHES PRODUCTION

ONDERFUL
Hurry to The Central Florida Future to win free movie passes for a
special preview being held this evening, February 26th, at University
8 Theatres. Tickets are limited, so if you want to be one of the first to
see the latest John Hughes (Ferris Bueller's Day Off, Pretty In Pink,
The Breakfast Club) film, head to The Central Florida Future now.
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PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS
A HOWARD DEUTCH FILM SOME KIND OF WONDERFUL ~•
•
ERIC srorrz MARY STUART MASTERSON
CRAJG SHEFFER and LEA THOMPSON rJ::::BUD SMITH
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as a prime example. The
ballads "Old Pictures" and
''Why Don't You Believe Me''
. quality, folks. His band's up are the only salvageable cuts.
to snuff too. ''Slipping on this one. The rest feature
Away," "Girls Talk" and mundane lyrics, cliched
"Information" highlight this country arrangements and
LP. Also, listen for Edmunds' uninspired harmonies. I was
remakes of Juice Newton's going to give this stinker a
"Queen of Hearts" and C-minus, but the song "Cow
Dion's "The Wanderer." Cow Boogie" alone merits a
Overall, a solid collection of change.
songs and an impressive
Grade: D-plus
performance.
Grade: A·minus
The Big Dish, Swimmer.
You might have heard and
Others:
seen this new Scottish
The Judds, Heart Land. I group's "Slide" on MTV. If
appreciate good country so, you've listened to one of
music. But sometimes two songs on Swimmer that
daughter Wynonna Judd shows any real creative effort.
sings with a grating twang The other song is ''Christina's
that is simply unbearable. World." "Prospect Street"
The country duo's cover of comes close though. I
Elvis Presley's "Don't Be expected much more from
Cruel" on Heart Land serves Swimmer. I even scoped it

"Good friends

out for pic.K of the week. o
such luck. The band shows
potential but only hints at
innovation. If the Big Dish
developed its glaringly
understated performance, its
dreamlike music and wispy
vocals would have greater
appeal.
Grade: C-plus
The
Rippingtons,
Moonlighting. This jazz
recording project showcases
the collaborative efforts of
jazz men Brandon Fields,
Kenny G., Russ Freeman and
David Benoit, among others.
The 8-song LP offends little
but has no audible direction. ·
Unfortunately, Moonlighting
is exemplary of the mindless
fluff Winter Park jazz station
WLOQ programs to excess.
Grade: C

~moke cigarettes:'

.

. don f let good friends
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• SCHOOLS. WEDDINGS
e CLUBS• PROGRESSIVE ROCK
e PRIVATE PARTIES. TOP 40. WAVE
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JIM'S TIRE SERVICE
18768 E. Hwy. 50 • Blthlo • 568·5102
6 Mi. East of Alataya Tr. 1 Ml. West of Speedworld

USED TIRES example: NEW TIRES example:
13"
512 to 520 235/75815" $49.95
14"
$14 to S20 195/75814" S40.95
15"
$15 to 520 185/80013" $35.95

Fast, Courteous Service • Flat Repairs
PRICES INCLUDE: Mounting, Balancing & Installation

•

POSTER SIZE

11

for Safe Return.

16" x . 20" $14.99
20" x 30" $17.99
2' x 3' $19.99
Add .75 Posla&e and nandlin& Per Order

KRYSTAL KLEER PHOTO CO.

P.O. Box 25488, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33320

Get
Involved
on
CaIDpus

Put Your Potential into Action
with Student Government!!!
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

SENATORS NEEDED
Colleges of Arts and Sciences
and Business
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
C

"LET US ADD SOPHISTICATION TO YOUR AFFAIR"

PRATURING P.C. 01' WTZA - RADIO PR•E TONZA

UP

Send In Any Black & White or Color Picture up to
8 x 10 (No Negatives) and Have It Enlarged into
a Giant Black & White or Color Poster.
Comes in Mailing Tube - - No Creasing
Put Your Name & Address on Back of Original
11

LorryHogmon

Writers Needed!
For more information call
The Central Florida Future at 275-2865
or just stop by our offices.
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·opti-World.

UCFSBest

EyewearValue.

•

within -10 days and we'll
exchange your frames for
another pair.

'ftvee Convenient
Locations.
We're convenienfur located at
4319 E. Colonial Drive across
One Hour Servicefrom Colonial Promenade,
~en 7 Days.
Qhone 894-4552, at Ashby's
A students time is valuable
Square, one mile west of
'and class schedules are hecAltamonte Mall.Jo.Rhone
tic.!hat's why
lmP&a- 788-Z9iti9 and in
wereopen7J
!l:lll!!l!!l!!!U.\ Florida Plaza across
days a week.
from Florida Mall,
In
addition,
Special Disc:o1U1ts for
phone 8Sl-ZOZO.
Qpen MondayCentral noricla Students.
University Central Florida's stuSaturday 10 a.m.dents are special to Opti-World..
9 pm.and Sunday
diil/!1~==~~\
1p.m.That's why we offer ~y student
with a vahd ID 15% off pur6 p.m.
chases at Opti-World.
Orlando's Only I-Bow;

1-~ Vision Center.
Only Ooti-World offers professional eye examination,
Orlando's largest selection of
frames, a mmplete mntact
lens cente~ plus an onpremise lao staffed with
Skilled technicians. It's all
under one roof so you
can walk m and Wcilk out
with new glasses m just
one hour
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In fact, the hing we used t o
argue about the most as
'who gets to sleep in the bed
and who gets to sleep on the
floor. That's what we used to
argue about the most."
I think what tears a lot of
bands apart is women,''

Rockett said. ··our business
is our pleasure, it all . ~.-t of
crosses o 'er and sci we 're all
used to each other being with
girls at the same time."
Rockett is happ
with
Poison's progress but
anticipates more for the band
in the future. -' If you have
everything right now, there's
nothing to look forward to,"
he said.

lO°lo DISCOUNT
TO. ·A ll UCF STUDENTS
AND.FACULTY WITH l.D•

•

Nursing Boards Anxiety:
Why Suffer?
Don't! And with Kaplan's NCLEX
prep you won't. Only Kaplan offers both
small classes led by expert nurses and a
Test-N-Tape series for extra review. All
books are provided, and 120 Study Centers
are open to you. Tuition's only $195 and
comes with a money-back guarantee.*
Call!
·
* First-time test-takers from accredited nilrsing schools who
fail to pass the NCLEX can get a refund or take our class
again --- FREE!

!KAPLAN

STANlEY H. KAPlAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LJIL

Call Days, Evenings & Weekends
678-8400

BEAT THE CLOCK
MONDAY
8:00 FREE DRINKS
9:00 eO¢ DRINKS
10:00 $1.00 DRINKS
1·2 50¢ DRINKS
•

I

TUESDAY
SINK·OR·SWIM
50 cent DRINKS
FROM 8 TO 10

.

'WEDNESDAY
LADIES NIGHT.

FREE AD~ISSION FOR LADIES·
.
2 FOR 1 DRINKS
FREE FR6ZEN STRAWBERRY DAQUIRIES

.THURSDAY
LIP· SYNC
COME AND SEE THE AREA'S
ALL-STAR LIP-SYNC ARTISTS.

FRIDAY MIAMI
V·ICE PARTY · .
WATCH THE SHOW'C)N
WIDE SCREEN T.V.I
CONTESTS, PRIZES
8' T-SHIRTS

SATURDAY NIGHT·
THE PARTY NEVER STOPS

SUPER SUNDAY
PARTY
NO COVER
CHARGE

U.C.F. STUDENT 1 /2 PRICE ENTRANCE
MON. - THURS. WITH l.D.
The First And Only European Video Disco Multiplex
In The State Of Fiorida

OFF THE WALL
4892 S. Orange Blossom Tr .. Orlando. FL 32809
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Predictable always in fashion

hairstyling

BY ALAN LEVI

Precision Style Cut -- $9.00

I am going to tell you the end
to the film I saw last night.
This is, I know, both
obnoxious and inesponsible,
but I don't care. Some
lessons in life just need to be
learned the hard way.
In Hoosiers , Gene
Hackman,
a basketball
coach
with
a
past,
mysteriously arrives in a
small Indiana town and
promptly rejects their sacred
notfons of zone defense and
lots of quick hoop shots. But
in this deeply tiny and
Christian town of barbershop
coaches it's been zone for as
long as anybody can
remember.
So when Hackman shows up
with his big city ideas of
man-on-man defense the
town serves up a mighty big
helping of rejection.
What's a guy to do?
The Quiz:
Does Hackman
a)
change his coaching
style, thus insuring victory

Column A·
for the team.
b) stand behing his dedsion
and insure a season of
miserable losses for his
team.
c) leave town realizing the
hopelessness
of
his
situation.
Or, and this one is the most
unbelievable of all, except in
every
Hollywood
screenwriter's mind:
d) retain his defiant pose,
lead
the
team
of
exceptionally small players
to the state chamionship,
become the town hero, and
yes, win the girl.
Is there something I am
missing?
Am I being unfair? Should I
be damned for pointing out
the obvious? Any tot
gurgling on the border of
conscienceness could predict
the outcome of a film like
Hoosiers , but audiences are

forever tense waiting to see
if the Karate Kld can deliver
the final winning blow, or if
·Rocky Balboa will make a
coIR.ehack from
some
personal trama to smash
some unwitting opponent in
the face, or in our case if the
team can hoist that final shot
into the hoop with just 17
seconds left in the game.
Yes, of course they can, and
they always do.
I do not understand.
Don't you get bored after
reading the same story
several times?
Don't you want something
more than
Stallone
formula? ' What's he now?
An arm wrestler, right? Just
like the war in Vietnam, or
Depression- style union
activism, or an L.A. cop
battling
perverted
motorcylcle fiends. In
Stallone's mind they are the
same.
But who wants to share in the

~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~=-~~~~
Mon.-Thurs.

Fri.-Sat

Sunday

9:00 am - 8:00 pm

9:00 am - 5:00 pm

1:00 pm - 5:00 pm

10661 E. Colon Ial Dr.

•

Alamo Center (next to Jimmy's Thriftway), Union Park

282-1754 Walk-Ins Welcome

r-================;;;;;...-====;

Hey - "look us over" ... for Easter jobs
around the "World"!
Get the most out of your Easter holiday. Look into great employment opportunities inside Epcot Center and the Magic Kingdom!
Right now, we have seasonal positions available in our food,
custodial, merchandise and operations areas.
As a member of the Walt Disney World cast, you'll experience lots
of Easter fun and "egg"-citement ... and, earn extra cash, as well.
To apply, come to the Walt Disney World Employment Center,
Monday through Friday from 9 a.m. til 5 p.m., Saturdays from 9 a.m.
til 4 p.m. Take 1-4 to the Lake Buena Vista exit, go north on 535 to the
second traffic light. Turn left, go six miles and follow the signs. For
one-of-a-kind Easter employment,
look us up!
An equal opportunity employer

SEE COLUMN PAGE 8·

•

Term Paper

WASTELAND

•

•
•

•

Executive Services
ci Re.5ecrch Park. Inc.
(In The Research Pavillion)

275·6455
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Writers of rock books en ance m
BY TIM RILEY

College Press Service
Rock books att;empt the impossible. Since rock is
an oral tradition, the rock criticisms in those books
are akin to - as REM's Peter Buck put it "dancing about architecture."
Yet the music holds such myst;ery, writers can't
resist it.
And if a reeent spate of new books about music is
any indication, a large number of readers share the
writers' curiosity about rock's eccentricities.
But amid the predictable biographies of James
Brown and Bob Dylan, "Rock of Ages: The New
Rolling Stone History of Rock & Roll" , emerges as
one of the more important, but not flawless,
overviews of rock's story.
More than 40 years in rock's history are detailed
in 621 pages. That means that virtually nothing is
covered in depth, although the big picture of the
genre has never been so well conceived. It's a
welcome contrast to the first large-scale history,
"The Rolling Stone Illustrated History of Rock &
Roll,'' which was simply a collection of essays from
a variety of contributors.
Until now, rock devotees had only Charlie
Gillett's thorough but· tedious "The Sound of the
City" as a reliable account of rock's development.
Gillett argues that rock is the young person's
expression of city life, the rhythms reflecting the
clipped pace of modern urban manners.
But Gillett is a purist, the kind of inflexible critic
capable of claiming that although the Beatles
"created a sense of greater resilience behind the

•

•

'
s.cs

tender messages'' of their music, they had
"surprisingly little stylistic influence on other
innovators." If true, it would shock a lot of
listeners and musicians.
Ed Ward, "Rock of Ages" opening narrator,
traces the music back to the vaudeville era of W.C.
Hasndy, on of the first black professional
performers. He credits Joe Liggins' 1945 rendition
of "The Honeydripper" with being the first rock
and roll record. Ward then takes us up to the day
the music died, when Buddy Holly, J.P. Richardson
(the Big Bopper) and Richie Valens perished in a
1959 plane crash.

•

ash and Young's record deal than he does of their
flaccid albums.
Ken Tucker s concluding section brings the
history up to date. He covers the creative vacuum
of the seventies up through the emergence of Bruce
Springsteen and Michael Jackson as m~gastars.

Geoffrey Stokes takes over when the sixties come
along, and chooses to emphasize the American
strains of the style at the expense of many of the
British principals. He includes some unnecessary
retellings of what Ward has already provided. For
example, we learn again that the Temptations were
originally called the Primes, and that the Supremes
were first calles the Primettes. And though the
Beatles are at the center of the book as a matter of
artistic necessity, Stokes favors the Yankees Dylan, and the Motown and Stax labels, to fault.
Stokes unwittingly characterizes the book's main
drawback. These authors are more interested in
rock's industry and culture than they are in its
musical values. Some embarrassing errors result.
Stokes claims the Beach Boys' 1966 masterpiece,
"Good Vibrations," uses a stand-up bass, which it
clearly doesn't. He makes more of Crosby, Stills,

But let's face it: no rock book would be worth
haggling over if it didn't have a few juicy errors.
And compared to Robert Shelton's new misguided
"biography' of Dylan ('No Direction Home"),
"Rock of Ages' is virtually beyond reproach.
Shelton's only saving grace is the amount of space
he gives to Dylan himself, with his prime morsels of
wise gibberish.
For those interested in the process of the music
itself, Bill Flanagan's 'Written in My Soul" is a
meaty compedium of interviews with songwriters .
In it, Chuck Berry says his only inspiration is the
almighty dollar. Elvis Costello admits to some
deliberate ambiguities throughout his lyrics. Such
things are notable because these creators barely
realize their own larger significance in the music's
evolution. As they say: trust the art, not the artist.
But in the long run, it will be "Rock of Ages"
that will be the most useful new book for musicians
who need a guide to their surroundings. It will be
most useful, too, to detail-famished fans who want
to know the story behind Al Green's ''grits
incident" or behind the cast of the 1956 movie,
"The Girl Can't Help It."

· AWODFROM
"PnHON"PISCOPO EX•WRESTLER
ABOUT MILLER LITE

"DUH"*
.

.

*TRANSLATION . A SUPERBLY BREWED. FINE TASTING PILSNER BEER .

THERE'S
ONLY ONE
UTEB&R

...
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ate Seymour and Audrey, the
darling stars of the film.
But preview audiences hated
Sylvester it. So the ending was

products of
Stallone's mind?
I hear this all the time:

"I just want to be
entertained," or , "! go to the
movies to laugh," or, and
this one kills me, "I don't
want to think. I just want to
have fun."
The formula kills. It kills
invention.
It kills
ingenuity,
and it kills
daring abandon. It stunts
development, leaving us
only the easy and pleasant
way out of any story. Is the
happy
ending
that
important?

'

changed, and now everybody
's happy and rich.
Except me.
I am tired of these films that
run
through
our
imaginations
like
machines, pulling the right
strings to make us laugh and
cry and shout and stomp our
feet and shout, "U.S.A." I
know that nobody at the end
of a nine to five shift wants to
sit in a theater and be
depressed. Obviously.
But ...
these trite movies are like too
much of a good drug. How
much can you take? Life
can't be that bad.

Recent films like Little Shop
of Horrors and Pretty in And ...
Pink changed their endings life's not a bitch, and if
Pt"lolo courresy of Orion Pictures
you're so worried about
for profit. In Little Shop ,
dying then maybe you should Gene Hackman stars as the new basketball coach of the "Hickory Huskers" in the new
just like in its Broadway
version, the Big Green Plant go see a psychiatrist instead movie by Orion Pictures, Hoosiers. Pictured left to right Steve Hollar, Kent Poole, Gen€)
Hackman, Scott Summers, Brad Boyle, and Wade Schenck.
from Outer Space originally of Chuck Norris films.
~
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PLEASE!

AREN'T

YOU

WORTH
IT?
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make

BASEBALL
LEGENDS
FOR KIDS

I

11W1ks to you •••
it works ...
for
This Spring Break, catch a Greyhound® to
the beach, the mountains, or your hometown.
For just $89 round trip, you and your friends
will have a great time wherever you go.

ALL
OFUS
Anywhere Greyhound goes.

ltedway

·~leave.re driving
tons:
843-mo
Greyhound• 300 W. Amelia St.•

.,

